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Facts and Figures
Germany

How well do you know the real estate market in the

country between the Baltic Sea and the Alps? Here is some key information
at a glance.
German real estate stocks
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German Office Property Clock
(4th quarter 2014)
Berlin,Frankfurt/
Main, Stuttgart,
Hamburg
Munich

Cologne

Rental Growth
Slowing

Rents
Falling

Rental Growth
Accelerating

Düsseldorf
Rents
Bottoming Out

Do you think there is a
property bubble in Germany?

YES
NO

83

165

Survey of domestic and foreign market participants
n = 248
Sources: Jones Lang LaSalle/immobilienmanager
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Berlin

Cologne

Office: take up volumes (m²)

701,300

Office: take up volumes (m²)

269,000

Office: prime rents (€/m²/month)

23.00

Office: prime rents (€/m²/month)

20.90

Office: trend for prime rent level (y/y)

4.5%

Office: trend for prime rent level (y/y)

-7.1%

Office: average rent (€/m²/month)

13.70

Office: average rent (€/m²/month)

11.50

Office: trend for average rent level (y/y) 5.4%

Office: trend for average rent level (y/y) -3.4%

Office: vacancies (m²)

925,000

Office: vacancies (m²)

552,000

Office: vacancy rate

5.0%

Office: vacancy rate

7.2%

Transaction volumes total (€ m)

4,000

Transaction volumes total (€ m)

1,311

Prime yield office

4.75%

Prime yield office

5.10%

Prime yield retail

4.50%

Prime yield retail

4.20%

Prime yield logistics properties

7.30%

Prime yield logistics properties

6.80%

Düsseldorf

Frankfurt/Main

Office: take up volumes (m²)

241,000

Office: take up volumes (m²)

367,500

Office: prime rents (€/m²/month)

26.00

Office: prime rents (€/m²/month)

38.00

Office: trend for prime rent level (y/y)

-5.5%

Office: trend for prime rent level (y/y)

0.0%

Office: average rent (€/m²/month)

14.00

Office: average rent (€/m²/month)

19.50

Office: trend for average rent level (y/y) -5.4%

Office: trend for average rent level (y/y) 5.4%

Office: vacancies (m²)

788,400

Office: vacancies (m²)

1,454,490

Office: vacancy rate

10.4%

Office: vacancy rate

12.5%

Transaction volumes total (€ m)

1,950

Transaction volumes total (€ m)

5,011

Prime yield office

4.90%

Prime yield office

4.75%

Prime yield retail

4.25%

Prime yield retail

4.20%

Prime yield logistics properties

6.70%

Prime yield logistics properties

6.40%

Hamburg

Munich

Office: take up volumes (m²)

525,000

Office: take up volumes (m²)

620,900

Office: prime rents (€/m²/month)

24.50

Office: prime rents (€/m²/month)

34.50

Office: trend for prime rent level
(2013/2014)

2.1%

Office: trend for prime rent level (y/y)

5.5%

Office: average rent (€/m²/month)

14.50

Office: average rent (€/m²/month)

14.90

Office: trend for average rent level (y/y) 3.6%
Office: vacancies (m²)

798,400

Office: vacancy rate

6.0%

Transaction volumes total (€ m)

3,650

Prime yield office

4.50%

Prime yield retail

4.60%

Prime yield logistics properties

6.90%

Office: trend for average rent level (y/y) -2.6%
Office: vacancies (m²)

1,156,500

Office: vacancy rate

5.1%

Transaction volumes total (€ m)

5,154

Prime yield office

4.00%

Prime yield retail

3.50%

Prime yield logistics properties

6.75%

Sources: Colliers International Deutschland, Grossmann & Berger GmbH (Hamburg), Larbig & Mortag
(Cologne)/immobilienmanager
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Investment

There are many and varied reasons
favouring a decision to opt for Germany and give this country a
prominent place in any discussion
on investing in Europe.

Why Germany?
investment

What is it that makes Germany so attractive and why is it so

worthwhile to invest here? The secret seems to be that there is not just one
single explanation but an entire bundle of factors contributing at different
levels.	

W

ith a transaction volume of over 40
billion Euro in 2014, the German
commercial property investment market
achieved an exceptionally good result and
stepped up its total turnover for the fifth
year in succession. The proportion of investors from abroad climbed to nearly 50 percent. These impressive figures underline the
great interest shown in German real estate –
an interest that is continuing unabated in
this present year. Three important causeand-effect patterns for this interest can be
identified:

8
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By Piotr Bienkowski

1. Economic stability
2. Structure and low volatility of the
markets
3. Positive global and European influences

Economic stability
Germany is not just the biggest national
economy in the European Union; it also
stands out for its great stability, something
especially evident in the past few years. In
the two years that followed the severe eco-

nomic slump caused by the financial crisis,
Germany was able to recover faster than any
other major country in Europe and quickly
became the growth engine for the continent
as a whole. What is even more notable is that
in 2012 and 2013, when GDP expanded
only marginally, this country’s key economic indicators remained more or less
stable or actually continued to improve. Examples are the unemployment rate, which
fell to below seven percent despite just modest economic growth, and the numbers of
those in gainful employment, which actually rose to new heights. This suggests that
business firms opted for continuity, held on
to their qualified workforces, and invested
in the future. It is also a fact that German
consumers – who were once often collectively criticised – have maintained their optimism and continued to spend money
quite diligently. Indeed, in 2014, over half of
the 1.5 percent growth in GDP was due to
private expenditure rather than to export
surpluses, as had so frequently been the case
in the past. In other words: it is precisely
those parameters which have an important
impact on demand in the field of real estate
which seem to be less susceptible to economic fluctuations than they are in many
other countries. So by international standards, the risks involved in investing in commercial property in Germany can be considered below average.

market. This differs considerably from markets in other countries. As a result of German’s federal system of government, there is
a much stronger “division of labour” between the major metropolises than is the
case for instance in more centrally organised
states such as France and the United Kingdom. Accordingly, in Germany there are a
good many large cities which contribute substantially to investment turnover and which
occasionally also swop places in the intercity turnover ranking. This keeps clusterrisk appreciably lower than in countries
where investment is heavily focused on just
one centre. It is worth pointing out, for instance, that in Paris the difference in prime
yields before and during the financial crisis
was all of 245 basis points. In London, the
difference, at 225 basis points, was not much
narrower. In this country, the corresponding
range – calculated as an average of the key
German cities – was just 93 basis points. So
nowhere is volatility lower than in Germany.
This means that particularly in difficult economic times, the danger of depreciation is
considerably less here than it is in other European locations. That by itself is another
important criterion for investors, especially
those with a long-term orientation.

Structure and low
volatility of the markets

Last but not least, there are several wider
factors which currently help to create an
environment that definitely favours investing in real estate. For a start, and above all,
there are the historically low interest rates,
which according to the ECB are set to stay

Another quality feature of sustained significance is the structure of the German

Positive global and
European influences

immobilienmanager · special investment · 3 - 2015
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in place for some time to come. Then there
are the much-improved financing conditions, with declining margins. Another ma-

jor factor is the lack of viable investment
alternatives which combine security with
acceptable yields. At the end of 2014, for ex-

Office Prime Yields vs. German Bonds
10 %
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Quellen: BNPPRE/Deutsche Bundesbank/immobilienmanager

ample, the average current yield for 10-year
German government bonds, with their
AAA rating, was around 0.6 percent. The
difference between that figure and the
prime yields for premium office properties
in the main German cities was more than
350 basis points. For the sake of comparison: in the boom years of 2006 and 2007, the
difference was under 100 basis points. This
means that the risk premium is at a historically high level. Even with very highly
priced real estate assets which have a relatively low risk profile because of their locational and structural quality and lastingly
high-grade tenancy situation, investors can
currently earn a yield that is more than 3.5
percent above that for AAA-rated govern-

ment bonds. Another plus is the marked
rise in the value of the dollar; for many investors from other parts of the world this
reduces the price of European property. All
these are, of course, factors which do not
benefit just Germany – but in combination
with the specific advantages referred to earlier, Germany profits from them to an exceptional extent.
Rounding off the overall picture are such
factors as the high level of legal certainty
here, the appreciable growth in market
transparency and the substantial scale of
available liquidity.
Piotr Bienkowski is CEO of BNP Paribas Real
Estate Germany.

Especially with strong partners. STRABAG Real Estate GmbH is one of Germany and Europe’s
leading project developers. Many prestigious properties, such as the Dancing Towers in Hamburg,
MILANEO in Stuttgart or UPPER WEST in Berlin, were developed by us. We work with you to
identify possible investment opportunities. With us as a strong partner at your side, you have the
best chances for success.
www.strabag-real-estate.com

STRABAG Real Estate GmbH, Siegburger Str. 229c, 50679 Cologne, Tel. +49 221 824-2000, real-estate@strabag.com

Investment

Germany remains investors’ darling
Office market

The German office market shined last year with a fat

sales plus on the previous year. Ever more foreign investors were looking
for large volume investment possibilities in this country – and found
something too. The great demand for the top locations was not without
consequences, however. Yields also fell in the B-locations of the large
cities – partly more dramatically than prime yields.


By Susanne Osadnik
photo: wikimedia/ezrimerchant

the property consultant Colliers International Germany, so-called “sale
and leaseback” transactions have
grown rapidly in Europe. In the past
two years, primarily office property
has dominated this segment: around
63 per cent of all deals throughout
Europe were concluded as sale and
leaseback transactions. The reason:
“In times of crisis or in a bad economic situation sale and leaseback transactions were popular in the sector.
But now companies are recognising
that this type of transaction offers
Canadian investors snap up part of the Kölnturm (also on
them a range of competitive advanthe cover of this special): REIT Dream Global acquired the
tages as part of a comprehensive
office part of the building for 114 million euros.
portfolio strategy,” says Ignaz Trombello, MRICS and responsible for investt was the biggest deal this year: Gothaer
ment business at Colliers International GerVersicherung sold its headquarters in
Cologne – and leased it back immediately, many.
for 15 years. This is a very common at the
Gothaer also wants to reinvest the revemoment. According to the latest survey by
nue, estimated at 250 million euros, in

I
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various properties in Germany. In this connection the German insurer sees itself increasingly exposed to foreign competition
on the domestic market. In addition to the
Europeans, ever more investors from Asia
and North America are also looking for
suitable properties in “good old Germany”
and are vying for the thin selection of
worthwhile properties alongside domestic
investors.

Keen on portfolios
If entire property packages are available,
as was the case last year, investors are particularly keen to snap them up, as Marcus
Lemli knows. “Last year, the demand for
portfolios rose much more strongly than
for individual properties,” says Savills director Lemli. “Due to the high liquidity in
the market investors increasingly want to
invest larger amounts.”
Last year the billion mark was breached
twice with just one transaction in each case.
For example, the sale of the so-called “Mars
Portfolio” by Deutsche Bank in March 2014
caused quite a stir. This chunk of property,
which includes 24 office properties and two
hotels, was bought by the American-Irish
private equity investor Ellis Short through
its company based in London, Kildare
Partners. The revenue: around one billion
euros. The sale of the Commerzreal package to Patrizia is also supposed to have realised about the same amount. The Augsburg-based company acquired the portfolio Leo 1, encompassing 18 office properties,
including the Frankfurt police headquarters and the Hessian Ministry of Finance.

The Silberturm in Frankfurt went to Samsung SAR
Asset Management for 450 million euros.

Commerzreal had bought the portfolio in
2005 for an estimated 1.07 billion euros.
But individual sales also reached top
amounts in three figures. For example, the
Silberturm in Frankfurt, which IVG sold to
Samsung SAR Asset Management for 450
million euros, or the Winx Tower that the
large BMW shareholder Susanne Klatten
acquired from DIC Asset for 350 million
euros. Around 13.24 billion euros and thus
78 per cent of total sales went into individual sales, according to BNP Paribas Real
Estate. A plus of 21 per cent on 2013.
In total, a good 17 billion euros were invested in office property last year – a plus of
25 per cent on the previous year’s result.
The ten year average, including the boom
years of 2006/2007, was exceeded by as
much as 34.5 per cent, according to BNP
Paribas. Thus office property in Germany
continues to be the most popular class of
assets among both domestic and foreign
immobilienmanager · special investment · 3 - 2015
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One of the largest deals in Hamburg in 2014 was the
sale of the “Tanzende Türme” (“Dancing Towers”).

investors. And that despite falling yields –
not only for prime properties. According to
CB Richard Ellis, yields in the non-core
segment of the large cities dropped even
more than prime yields. At 6.2 per cent
yields for B-properties in B-locations fell by
an average of 40 basis points on 2013.
In Frankfurt am Main prime yields for
office property retreated by ten basis points
last year and are currently at 4.75 per cent.
“As a result of the intensive competition investors increasingly see themselves forced
to adjust their strategies to be able to meet
their yield requirements. The transaction
volumes in core-plus property have more
than doubled in comparison with the previous year, causing this risk class to reach a
market share of 30 per cent,” says Robert
Menke, Managing Director of Colliers International Frankfurt. Nevertheless, sales
14
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of core properties contributed to the
strongest sales of 3.69 billion euros
throughout Germany.

Yields falling further
In Munich, the city with the second best
sales result of a good three billion euros,
yields have also been plummeting. “For 2015
we do not rule out a further fall in prime office yields towards 4.0 per cent given the continuing good economic conditions,” says
Andreas Eichwald, team leader office investment at JLL in Munich. At 4.20 per cent for
top properties in A1 locations, the lowest
value in the past eight years was reached at
the end of 2014. And also in comparison with
other German cities it is Munich that has the
most expensive properties. For top office
properties in B locations or properties in the
best location – but with a shorter WAULT or
reductions in equipment quality – yields
have gone down even more. They are on average five per cent and 4.85 per cent respectively. The gap to prime yields amounts to 80
and 65 basis points respectively.
Because thinner yields are making it even
tighter in the core segment, more investors in
Munich have found what they are looking for
in riskier segments, such as core plus, with a
share of 30 per cent, value add (15 per cent)
and opportunistic (12 per cent). “Investment
pressure remains immense. Risk acceptance
relating to the letting situation or the condition of a building is rising further and, as
before, is preferably limited to the good locations,” says Eichwald. However, a willingness to make the move to locations outside
the city centre was also recognisable. 

Merger candidates
Market
analysts are certain there will be mergers of listed commercial property
companies in the next two years.
“Companies have to grow,” says Georg
Kanders, property analyst at Bankhaus
Lampe. “They are still much too small
at the moment. In the long term they
run the risk of being swallowed up by
someone. It’s better to act yourself.”
DIC Asset, Alstria Office, Hamborner
REIT, Deutsche Office and Fair Value
are all seen to be potential merger candidates, because their respective market capitalisation is well below one billion euros. The sector is certain that in
order for these companies to be able to
exist on the market long term, they
would have to be worth between two
and five billion euros. But who could
merge with whom? DIC and Deutsche
Office? That could make sense, say
those in the market. But other constel-

lations are also possible. “Alstria and
DIC would fit well together,” says
Kanders. “They have the appropriate
gap in their valuations that would allow both sets of shareholders to profit.” What generally applies is that companies with a low NAV markdown or
even an NAV above the share price are
in a position of strength. As is the case
for Hamborner REIT, whose stock
market price is above the NAV. From
analysts’ points of view Hamborner
could also grow organically, because it
has great acceptance on the market
and it “does not have to be conned into
any old portfolio,” as one researcher
puts it. Things look different at Fair
Value, for example. The Munich-based
company’s price is still below its NAV,
meaning it tends to be seen as a takeover candidate because getting on
board the company would tend to be
cheap.

19% FOR SALE

ANTEILE VERKAUFEN
WANDELN SIE IHR IN IMMOBILIEN GEBUNDENES KAPITAL IN LIQUIDITÄT UM
Madison Real Estate ist einer der führenden Ankäufer von Zweitmarktanteilen an geschlossenen Immobilienfonds. Wenn Sie Anteile veräußern wollen, sprechen Sie mit uns.
Taunusanlage 11 • 60329 Frankfurt am Main• Telefon 069 2566 971 - 0 • frankfurt@madisonint.com • www.madisonint.com
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In for the
long haul
Asset/Property/Facility
Management

When entering

the German market for the first
time foreign investors primarily
need professional support to look
after their portfolios. This is where
asset management, property
management

and

facility

management come in. There is a
great deal of movement in this
market.	

By Christian Hunziker

G

ermany remains one of the most attractive destinations for property
investors. Last year shopping centres, office
buildings, warehouses, hotels and larger
residential portfolios changed hands for
around 50 billion euros. “Many of these investors are new on the German market”,
identifies Michael Amann, Managing Part16
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ner of Polares Real Estate Asset Management GmbH. “These investors want a local
partner that can provide all services from
one source, from the purchase process
through managing the portfolios up to a
later sale.” After all, even the best properties
only bring the desired yields when the owner or their representative intensively takes

photo: istockphoto

Service providers for the various areas
of management have to work well with
each other and the owner.

property service provider BNP Paribas
Real Estate (BNPPRE) in Germany.
BNPPRE has also contributed to this movement itself: in 2013 the group took over the
property management specialist Imoplan.

Takeovers and mergers

care of letting the space, maintaining the
building and looking after tenants.

Amann’s firm Polares is one of the companies offering these asset management
and property management services. They
are in a market “in which there is a lot of
movement”, identifies Frank Helm, who is
the director for Property Management at

The Imoplan takeover was not the only
corporate transaction in this segment by a
long way. Just a few examples: in 2014 the
Swiss pensions group Swiss Life acquired
the largest German asset manager, Corpus Sireo, for 210 million euros. Hochtief
Group also disposed of its property management activities to the German Vincitag
group of companies. And there has also
been activity at a regional level – for example, two property management companies
merged in Northern Germany to form
Haspa Hansegrund just a short time ago.
At the same time, BNPRE and other international groups have increasingly pushed
their way into the building management
sector. Jones Lang LaSalle, for example,
secured a prestigious client in the property TheQ. in Berlin-Mitte (formerly
Quartier 205). And in individual cases
large investors are even founding their
own property management subsidiaries,
as Corestate has done with Capera.
The border between asset and property
management is not always clear in this
connection. “In principle an asset manimmobilienmanager · special investment · 3 - 2015
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ager represents the owner, while a property manager is responsible for tasks like
billing utility costs, looking after tenants
and bookkeeping”, explains Polares boss
Amann. But overlaps are very much possible here. “Many asset managers willingly
take over letting, which we’re not particularly happy about”, says Dirk Tönges, giving an example. He is the CEO of Treureal
GmbH, which does not offer any asset
management services itself. Treureal has
its own facility management department
for this.

Demands have risen
Sector giant Bilfinger SE also covers
both areas. And that has advantages, says
Member of the Executive Board Dr Jochen
Keysberg. “We see a continuing trend in
our clients towards placing the management of their international building portfolios in one hand.” Other clients in turn
insist on separating the different areas.
“Some clients want the property manager
to be able to keep an eye on the facility
manager”, clarifies Treureal boss Tönges
– not without ensuring that this control
also works within his company. “What
speaks in favour of this”, says Tönges, advertising his model, “is we can cover the
interfaces better because everything
comes from one source.” Michael Amann
from Polares has made similar experiences in terms of the relationship between
asset and property management. AngloSaxon investors above all, he says, look for
a strict separation of the two areas for reasons of compliance.
18
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Regardless of whether a service provider exclusively covers asset management, or also property management or
even facility management – experts agree
that the demands made as a result of the
internationalisation of the German property market have risen significantly. “It’s
taken for granted that staff can speak English and can provide reporting in English”,
says Frank Helm from BNPPRE, giving
one example. But that is not all. “Today,
investors expect to find a permanently updated data room, which can also be used
for transactions”, explains Helm. This
means that tenancy agreement data and
documents have to be continually updated, which places high demands on the service provider’s IT system, of course.
Dirk Tönges from Treureal draws attention to another development. “Many
owners look for a quick exit.” The result of
this for the service provider is that they
have to prepare the data and familiarise
themselves with a portfolio without being
able to enjoy the fruits of their labour. Because, continues Michael Amann from
Polares, “In the first six to nine months
you don’t earn any money, because you
have to set up the processes and input the
data in this time.”

Specialists or all-rounders
The pressure on margins in the sector
is high anyway. This is particularly true
for supervising residential property. “It’s
becoming increasingly difficult to make
money in property management,” states
Treureal boss Tönges. At the same time

photo: Corpus Sireo

newcomers especially
are prepared to gain market share with dumping
prices, observes Frank
Helm from BNPPRE. Experts state that things
look somewhat better
when supervising commercially used property.
According to Amann, asset managers usually
work with performancerelated components here.
For example, if letting
targets agreed in the
business plan are exceeded, this is rewarded financially. To underline
this entrepreneurial approach, some asset managers – partly voluntarily,
partly under gentle pressure from the client – also commit themselves
with a small share (mostly in single figure per- Swiss Life bought Corpus Sireo,
centages) as co-investors. the largest German asset management service provider.
And how do things
look with specialising in asset classes?
But asset and property managers defiHere too no standard answer can be given. nitely have to provide one thing: they have
While investors that invest exclusively in
to familiarise foreign investors that are
shopping centres prefer service providers
newly active in Germany with the peculithat specialise in retail, more broadly posi- arities of the German market. This relates
tioned investors appreciate the services
to tenant protection, for example, the exprovided by asset and property managers
tent of which is underestimated by some
that have know-how of all types of use. In
residential investors, and also the complithis connection, emphasise service pro- cated regulations for billing utilities.
vider representatives, there are usually “More than a few investors”, reports Tönges,
specialists for every asset class within the “suffered a real shock when they were first
company.
confronted with the operating costs.”
immobilienmanager · special investment · 3 - 2015
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Shop ‘til you drop
Retail property

In Germany

there is a positive mood among
consumers and business.	
By Dr Joseph Frechen, Dierk Freitag and

photo: bayerische Hausbau/franz Brück

Investment

low interest rates. All this means that instead of saving, people would rather consume, which is why domestic demand is
making its contribution to economic growth.

Economic conditions support
investment climate

Frank Gohde

I

nternational terror, Ukraine conflict or
the future of the eurozone. Although
there was no lack of risks to growth last year,
economic growth in the largest economy in
Europe achieved the respectable figure of
plus 1.5 per cent. And further economic
growth of 1.5 per cent is also expected in
2015. The mood is also good overall among
final consumers. Buoyed by rising wages,
falling energy prices, a high rate of employment (which has reached a historic high with
over 42 million people in employment) and
20
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Due to this good general data and the
promising prospects, Germany was also
an attractive destination for investment in
2014. According to the first data published,
commercial property worth around 40 billion euros was traded. A peak year, reminiscent of the investment turnover of the
pre-Lehmann years 2006 and 2007. The
high demand for property is uninterrupted in all asset classes, despite a yield level
well below the levels of 2007.
Of the transaction volumes of around
40 billion euros in the commercial property market, a good 22 per cent were due

The shopping mall Bikini Berlin is trying to
attract customers with an alternative concept.

to retail property and thus to shopping
centres, supermarkets, retail warehouses,
department stores and shops in town and
city centres. Thus, although the relative
share of total transaction volumes in
Germany declined by around four percentage points on the previous year, in
absolute terms growth to around 8.8 billion euros (plus ten per cent on the previous year) was achieved. If more property
had been on offer, transaction volumes
would have been even higher. In an annual comparison between 2011 and 2014,
a clear shift in the relative shares stands
out in particular. At around 2.4 billion
euros, shopping centre transaction volumes especially have fallen once again.
The lack of large-volume properties can
be given as the main reason here.

Sales growth in retail is
currently being driven
by e-commerce
While retail warehouses and supermarkets are being bought because of their
stabile cash-flow and also score with reduced management expenses compared
to shopping centres, the investment focus
for department stores is mainly on security and opportunities to increase value
due to the continuing potential to increase rents. Even if the rise in rents in A1
locations in the large cities came to a halt,

these properties would not lose value due
to the continuing high interest in retail in
top areas in top city locations. Thus city
locations are very popular, despite or
even because of the currently highly dynamic developments in retail.
German retail has achieved increased
sales compared with the previous year for
the fifth year in a row and has reached an
unprecedented high of 460 billion euros
(plus 1.9 per cent on 2013). Further sales
growth to about 466 billion euros is expected in 2015.
Despite all this optimism, however, a
structural change can be observed in retail. The largest share of the increase in
sales has been absorbed by the ever more
important online retail. While online
sales were still only around 20 billion euros in 2008, these doubled within six
years to around 40 billion euros in 2014.
In the same timeframe, sales made by
bricks and mortar retailers only changed
marginally by 1.9 per cent. In view of this
reserved development, retail focused on
a bricks and mortar network is increasingly going on the offensive and driving
innovations.
This has been expressed firstly, quantitatively, in ongoing growth in space and
qualitatively, in the modernisation and
staging of store space. In this context, examples such the concept mall Bikini
(City-West) in Berlin or the plans for Volt
(City-Ost) can be named. Both of these
projects differ from typical, familiar centre conceptions, whereby the latter – a
joint venture between TKN and the experience specialist Jochen Schweizer – is
less a collection of sales rooms and has
immobilienmanager · special investment · 3 - 2015
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Retail is being driven by internet retail, including
the outdoor specialist Globetrotter.

been conceived much more as a combination of showrooms with extraordinary
leisure opportunities.

E-commerce as the driver of
retail development
Online retail is currently forcing retail
as a whole into necessary adjustments in
technologies, in how to address customers and in service ranges, in order to
counter possible declines in sales. In addition to Click&Collect, order possibili22
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ties in the branch as an expression of a
multi-channel strategy, store space is increasingly gaining importance as a possibility to stage and thus emotionalise the
brand or to anchor the brand essence.
One example is the outdoor experience
provider Globetrotter, which is represented in German “A” cities. Another example that can be named in this connection is Asics, which opened its first flagship store in Germany with 1,000 square
metres in Hamburg in the fourth quarter
of 2014. In addition to a range of sport
items, Asics offers an analysis area with
ranges of performance diagnostics and
foot measurement. Furthermore, in the
so-called changing zone, which includes
a changing room, it is possible to take
part in regular runners’ meet-ups. The
store becomes the meeting place for a
community and less of a mono-functional sales room. But fashion retailers such
as Reischmann in Southern Germany,
L+T in Osnabrück, C.J. Schmidt in Husum and Modehaus Wellner in Hameln
prove that exclusively locally and regionally acting retailers can also master the
art of staging.
In particular, raising brand awareness
and brand loyalty by emotionalising in the
form of flagship stores and brand experience worlds currently represents one answer for bricks and mortar retailing to the
success of online retail. On the other hand,
this can primarily be pushed through at
top locations. The same applies to pure
internet players entering the offline world,
such as MyMuesli or Cyberport, whose
leasing interests are in highly frequented
locations in large German cities.

At the same time, in services such as
Atalanda, providers are taking the floor
that want to keep bricks and mortar retail
competitive with same-day delivery. The
concept Online City Wuppertal is also a
pilot project that, supported by German
government funds, is intended to investigate the possibilities to strengthen or stabilise bricks and mortar retail. All in all,
however, the growth in online retail will
continue, so that according to forecasts
the market share of online retail of total
retail sales could reach 20 per cent by 2020.
However, not just online retail, but
also falling footfalls, which are also resulting from changed leisure behaviour,
are presenting town and city centres with
a challenge.

Here, too, this development is having
a smaller impact on the top locations in
large cities and much more on small and
medium-sized towns. This is often reinforced by the disappearance or at least
loss of importance of department stores,
so that the lack of effective retail magnets
has negative effects on the entire retail
range of a town. Increasing vacancy rates
are the result, or trading-down tendencies in once prestigious shopping streets.
In contrast, the more effective retail
range is frequently in out-of-town locations in the form of large-area retail locations. These are either an agglomeration
or retail warehouses, which are becoming increasingly attractive due to professional management. This is putting ad-
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Transaction Volume in
German Retail Properties
2011
24 %
44 %
€10.5 bn

32 %

2014
27 %

40 %
€8.8 bn

33 %
High street stores
(including department stores)
Retail warehouses
Shopping centres
Sources: Bulwiengesa, Riwis/immobilienmanager

ditional pressure on central retail locations.
Thus in Germany, depending on the
geographical location and the size of the
town or city, an increasing differentiation is currently being seen between rising emotionalising, staging and demand
in large cities and towns on the one hand,
and a simplification of shopping to a
purely supply function, particularly in
24
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small towns. There, retail is increasingly
being guaranteed by retail warehouses
and no longer by (traditional) specialist
retail. As a result, retail in large cities is
expanding further, while in other towns
concentration processes are taking place
towards store areas that are significantly
smaller than before and the range of retail warehouses is growing.
Denying that change is taking place in
retail or believing it can be stopped
would, therefore, be just as wrong as
composing a requiem for bricks and mortar retail from the facts and thus also for
retail property with the various asset
classes. Rather, for investors this means
that when choosing in future, possibly
much more attention has to be paid to the
quality of the location and catchment
area of the property than before.
Dr Joseph Frechen (Dipl.-Kfm.) is the head
of the Hamburg branch and Head of Retail
at Bulwiengesa. Dierk Freitag is Head of
the Leisure and Hotel Market there and also manages the valuation and analysis of
retail properties. Frank Gohde is Head of
Product Management at Bulwiengesa.

im.digital
You find a chart about total and
online retail sales in our app and our
e-magazine.
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“Discipline and quality”
GLOBALIZATION

Bilfinger Real Estate supports a branch in

Melbourne, Australia. Immobilienmanager spoke about it with Graham
Whitson, the Managing Director of Bilfinger Real Estate Australia.

Do you have a lot of international clients?
Graham Whitson: Yes, many of our clients are international investors, most of
them European and Asian funds. Also,
there a lot of international investors looking to acquire prime Australian assets at
present. Market yields are comparably
high, with initial yields between five to six
percent, and with the Australian dollar
diving, investing in Australian real estate
is becoming more and more appealing.
Do they have a focus on a certain asset
class (office, residential, retail, logistics,
others)?

Graham Whitson: As far
as our management services are concerned, we
have extensive experience in infrastructure.
Within our investment
consultancy, our focus is
currently on office properties, as they are the
most keenly sought by
off-shore investors. Australia does offer other asset class opportunities in
retail and logistics, but it
Graham Whitson
is Core CBD assets that
are the primary target, especially for investors making their first foray into the Australian market.
Photo: Bilfinger

Who are your customers?
Graham Whitson: Our customers are local and off-shore pension funds, banks,
listed funds, property trusts, developers
and companies looking to either invest or
establish their business in Australia. Our
biggest clients in Australia are infrastructure investors like BBGI, the Commonwealth Bank of Australia as well a number
of local superannuation funds.

Who are your main competitors?
Graham Whitson: We have 15 years of expertise in managing complex infrastructure projects through the phases of financing, procurement, delivery, operations and
divestment. There are not too many organizations that have the same capability
and experience in Australia. When it
immobilienmanager · special investment · 3 - 2015
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Facts & Figures Bilfinger Real Estate Australia
– Number of employees: 16
– Turnover 2014: 4 million euros
– AuM in Australia: 1.5 billion euros
– Projects/Facilities managed in Australia include: Peninsula Link, Melbourne;
Metropolitan Remand Centre & Marngoneet Correctional Centre, Melbourne;
Northern Territory Secure Facilities, Darwin;
Royal Women’s Hospital, Melbourne

comes to the investment consultancy services we are building up, our competitors
are large property consultants like JLL or
CBRE, as well as international accounting
firms
Which of the services you offer are in the
greatest demand?
Graham Whitson: Looking at the large
investment appetite for Australian real estate at this time, the ability to identify and
secure assets ahead of the market, the ‘offmarket’ opportunities, certainly is in
greatest demand.
Which services are most attractive for
your company in terms of profit?
Graham Whitson: The ability to provide
property and asset management services is
vitally important to our business in Australia. As many of our existing clients are
looking to invest in Australia, we are currently building up our investment consultancy capacities to source property in Australia, manage the transaction and manage the property over its lifecycle.
Due to the merger with GVA you have
new services in your portfolio. How large is
the demand for transaction and investment consulting in Australia?
Graham Whitson: The demand for transaction and investment consulting is strong
26
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and enduring. Australia is seen as a safe
yet fruitful place to invest because its
economy is stable and the Australian dollar is at a low. Australia also boasts an excellent sovereign risk rating and growth is
anticipated to continue because we are far
removed from more volatile parts of the
globe.
We offer to accompany investors from
abroad that do not have their own presence in Australia in their investment activities. We conduct our consulting and
management services from offices in
Australia’s two major investment markets, Sydney and Melbourne. Through
our existing relationships and network of
contacts, and in close cooperation with
GVA Franklin Shanks, we can provide
clients with local market data and comparables.
How much demand is there among Australian investors to invest abroad? Which
markets are of interest to them?
Graham Whitson: The larger funds in
Australia are looking to invest abroad for
similar reasons that many off-shore funds
are looking to Australia. That is, spreading
and diversifying asset risk and their own
policies dictating a requirement to seek
other locations in which to invest. The
markets of most interest to Australian

funds are the UK, North America and continental Europe.
Who are the market leaders in this field?
What USP you can offer?
Graham Whitson: The market leaders are
the largest funds that act for a multitude of
smaller funds that don’t have the capacity
to enter foreign territory. The USP that Bilfinger Real Estate offers investors is access
to investment opportunities worldwide
through a single source. Furthermore, Bilfinger Real Estate has a sound understanding of real estate and how to manage it successfully over its entire lifecycle.

“We feel like an
Australian company with
German roots”
Do you feel more like an Australian company with German roots and connections,
or more like a German company situated in
Australia?
Graham Whitson: We feel more like an
Australian company with German roots.
The fact that we are part of the Germanbased Bilfinger group is very well accepted
by our clients. They value the discipline
and quality that is synonymous with German branding. German quality and
brands are held in very high esteem in
Australia, particularly BMW, Mercedes
Benz, Siemens, to name a few.
Does the market identify Bilfinger Real
Estate Australia as an Australian or as a
German company?

Graham Whitson: Historically German,
but as our reputation grows we are increasingly being seen as more Australian,
despite having numerous staff of German
origin.
The distance between you and the Bilfinger headquarters is 15,000 kilometers. How
do you manage to keep in touch?
Graham Whitson: We visit the ‘homeland’
several times a year and enjoy visits from
our colleagues every so often. This, combined with video conferring facilities,
makes managing the role easy. The time
difference is of little consequence.
Are the way real estate is handled and
the attitude towards it in Australia different from other Anglo-Saxon markets?
Graham Whitson: Not really. Property at
the capital markets level is a global business and the language and dynamics in
which analysis is made are the same across
all continents nowadays.
Are there any significant differences in
this aspect between Australia and Germany?
Graham Whitson: Very few. Currency is
one obvious difference but the property
basics all come back to the same rationale
of location, quality of structure, strength
of covenants, capex considerations and
exit strategy.
Will you see your colleagues from abroad
at MIPIM this year?
Graham Whitson: Absolutely, we’re looking forward to representing the Australian
business of Bilfinger Real Estate, and to
discussions with clients and investors. 
immobilienmanager · special investment · 3 - 2015
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High demand
Housing Market

Germany

shines with many attractive cities.


The low mortgage rates keep home
ownership affordable in
spite of rising prices. Moreover, given the continuing
lack of investment alternatives within an environment
of extremely low interest
rates, the interest in real estate will not wane. Against
this backdrop, prices in the
German housing market
should continue to rise in
2015, even if the dynamism
could weaken a little. Although an overheating in
individual subsectors of the
housing market cannot be
ruled out, which is something that the German Bundesbank has repeatedly indicated, from the
perspective of today we believe that a real
estate bubble is not very likely for Germany.
The following factors, above all, argue
against such a bubble: a financing practice
that remains conservative by international
standards; the only tentative rise so far in
the credit volume in housing financing;
and the – by international standards –
moderate extent of the rise in German
housing prices over the last four years.
Photo: Gabi Schoenemann/pixelio.de

By Dr. Stefan Mitropoulos

With an average household size of less than
two persons, the gap between supply and demand continues to widen. This shows that
the reason behind the price rise in many German cities is to a large extent fundamental.

Prices are rising on the German housing market.

A

gainst the background of a continuing
rise in population, especially in the
conurbations, the demand for housing space
will remain strong in 2015. Although construction activity continues to expand, it is
likely to lag behind demand also in 2015. The
latest data on a regional level are available for
2013. In that year, the population in the seven
largest German cities had risen by a total of
113,000, while only 30,000 housing units
were completed there (see chart on the right).
28
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Housing construction not keeping pace
50.000
residential completions in 2013
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By now there are a number of different
price indicators for the German housing
market. And they do not show a consistent
picture: while some indexes suggest an end
to the uptrend, some point to a slowdown
in the percentage increase, and others to
an unchecked dynamic. The differences
could be explained, for example, with the
methodology used or the focus on different submarkets. One should also bear in
mind that especially the indexes that are
calculated with higher frequency display a
greater volatility, which means that the decline or stagnation of a single value need
not indicate a change in the trend. Given
the moderate economic growth and the
increasing supply in some areas, we posit a
somewhat slower rise on average for 2015,
but not an end to the uptrend. This does
not rule out that in individual cities, de-

pending on supply and demand conditions, housing prices will not rise any further – especially in sub-locations and specifically in the luxury segment, where a
high price level has already been reached.
That would not be surprising, especially
since over the last few years – for demographic reasons – housing prices have not
increased everywhere. 
Dr. Stefan Mitropoulos is Head of
Economic Research at Helaba.

im.digital
You find an additional chart about
housing prices in our app and our
e-magazine.
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Getting off lightly
TAXATION OF EXITS

The number of real estate transactions involving

international investors as buyers is increasing significantly. How can
taxation be optimised when exiting from real estate?
30
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By Heidemarie Wagner

Photo:istock

types, such as a Luxembourg S.à r.l. or a
Dutch B.V., may be considered as the acquiring vehicle. When choosing the appropriate legal form, tax, legal and practical issues
are of importance.

Laying the groundwork prior
to acquisition

Which exit to choose to keep
costs as low as possible?

I

f an investor has found a suitable property, the question arises what legal form
the acquiring company should have. In
principle, German company types, such as
a GmbH or a KG, as well as foreign company

In practice, however, one can see that
many investors are not aware of what a
strong impact the choice of the legal form
for the acquiring company (the property
holding company) may have on the return
on the investment upon a future sale of the
property. When choosing the legal form,
the groundwork is laid for a future taxoptimised exit. Once the decision on the
legal form has been taken, it can be costly
and difficult to revise, as a further transfer
to a more suitable company type normally
triggers real estate transfer tax.
Additional potential for a tax-optimised sale of the property lies in the type
of sale. If the property holding company
sells the property itself, this is called an
asset deal. If the shares in the property
holding company are sold, it is called a
share deal. In principle, a share deal offers
more potential to save taxes upon the exit
from an investment.
If a property holding company sells a
property located in Germany, corporate
income tax is always incurred, irrespective
of whether or not the property holding
company is considered resident in Germany for tax purposes. The corporate income tax rate amounts to 15 percent plus
the 5.5 percent solidarity surcharge on the
immobilienmanager · special investment · 3 - 2015
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corporate income tax liability. This results
in an aggregate rate of 15.82 percent.
In addition to corporate income tax,
another tax on income is levied in Germany: trade tax. This tax is levied by the
municipality in which the property holding company is resident for tax purposes.
The tax rate varies from municipality to
municipality and amounts to between 14
percent and 17 percent on average.
The tax structuring of real estate investments aims at, among other things,
minimising or avoiding the trade tax burden.

When a foreign property
holding company pays
trade tax
In principle, a foreign property holding
company is not subject to trade tax provided that the property holding company
is managed from abroad and the foreign
property holding does not have a permanent establishment in Germany. The acquired real property itself is not considered as a permanent establishment. Also
the premises of service providers engaged
usually do not constitute a permanent establishment of the property holding company. However, a permanent establishment may be constituted by service providers if these are entrusted with extensive
powers which justify the assumption that
the company is de facto managed in Germany. This issue has to be taken into account when drawing up agreements with
asset managers, property managers and
32
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facility managers. The property holding
company must be in a position to prove at
any time that it is managed from abroad
and that the service providers only engage
in preparatory and advisory activities.

How a German property
holding company avoids
trade tax
Trade tax can also be avoided for a German property holding company provided
that the company confines its activities to
holding real estate for the whole fiscal year.
If this is the case, all profits of the company
resulting from the property – profits from
rental activities or from a sale – are exempt
from trade tax. This is due to the fact that
for trade tax purposes the company’s profit is reduced by the profit resulting from
the property (extended trade tax exemption). However, this exemption does not
apply to the sale of the only or last property of the property holding company during the year. This is as in this case rental
activities have not been performed
throughout the whole year.

Innovativeness needed
In order to avoid trade tax also in this
case, arrangements have to be made prior
to the transaction, such as adjusting the
company’s fiscal year to the date of the
transfer of rights and duties or merging
the property holding company with and
into another company. Possible means of

structuring bear the risk of being classified as improper by the tax authorities, in
particular, if no other than tax reasons are
identifiable for the measures taken.
If the company develops a property and
sells it at a later stage, the trade tax exemption is definitely not applicable. In this
case the company’s activities are qualified
as being commercial per se with the consequence that its profits are subject to
trade tax. The same applies if the company
sells more than three properties. If the
company owned these properties for less
than ten years, it is qualified as a commercial property dealer.

The tax advantages
of share deals
If a shareholder resident in Germany
sells shares in a German limited company,
the capital gains are 95 percent exempt
from corporate income tax and trade tax.
As a result, the tax burden including
trade tax amounts to an average of 1.6
percent.
If the shareholder is resident outside
Germany, the shareholder’s state of residence generally has the right of taxation,
so no taxes are incurred in Germany. The
legal situation is different if the double
taxation treaty between Germany and the
state of residence contains a property
clause. Such clauses state that the territory
in which the property is located has the
right to tax capital gains from the sale of
shares if the assets of the property company mainly consist of real property. Such
clauses are provided for in the double

taxation treaties with the Netherlands,
Luxembourg and prospectively also with
Israel.
If Germany has the right of taxation,
the tax is very low. As described above,
only five percent of the profits are subject
to taxation. The sale of shares in a foreign
property holding company by a foreign
shareholder is in principle not subject to
taxation in Germany.

No permanent
establishment in Germany
The sale of German real property by a
limited company always incurs corporate
income tax, regardless of whether the
property holding company is a German or
a foreign company. In order to avoid the
sale being subject to trade tax, it is advisable to choose a company resident abroad as
the property holding company. In this
case it should be ensured that no permanent establishment is constituted in Germany. The company has to be verifiably
managed from outside Germany. With a
German property holding company, arrangements should be made prior to the
transaction to ensure that any capital
gains are exempt from trade tax.
A share deal is tax privileged in Germany. Even if trade tax is incurred, the tax
burden is considerably lower in a share
deal than in an asset deal.
Heidemarie Wagner is a partner of the audit
and tax consulting firm Trinavis GmbH & Co.
KG in Berlin.
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Vote for Germany
MIPIM 2015 The entries for this year’s MIPIM
awards include four projects with German
4

T

involvement.	

he finalists for the MIPIM awards 2015
have now been decided. Those nominated in the ten categories also include two
German projects: the Dreischeibenhaus in
Düsseldorf in the category “Best Refurbished Building” and the Eckwerk Berlin as
“Best Future Project”.

There is German involvement in two
other nominated international projects:
Deka Immobilien as the owner of The
Edge in Amsterdam and the Dortmund
firm Gerber Architekten with a library in
Riyadh (Saudi Arabia), which is also in the
running for the Special Jury Award.
The winners will be decided by visitors
to the exhibition, who will cast their votes
during the fair from 10-13 March, and the
jury. The winners will be announced on 12
March at the Palais des Festivals in Cannes.

Best Futura Project
1 Eckwerk Berlin
City: Berlin, Germany
Submitted by: Kleihues + Kleihues Gesells34
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chaft von Architekten mbH/ Graft Gesellschaft von Architekten mbH
Developer: Genossenschaft für urbane
Kreativität
Architect: Kleihues + Kleihues Gesellschaft
von Architekten mbH/Graft Gesellschaft
von Architekten mbH together with the
Genossenschaft für urbane Kreativität
Client: Eckwerk Entwicklungs GmbH
Other: Kaden + Partner, sbp GmbH, Winter beratende Ingenieure für Gebäudetechnik GmbH, HHP Berlin
Description:
In an open dialogue the architectural offices Kleihues + Kleihues and GRAFT, together with the Genossenschaft für urbane
Kreativität, developed an building complex
that aims to answer the social, economic
and ecological questions of our time. The
main idea is to create an inspiring and lively space that sets the pattern for the relation
between working and living, the public
sphere and privacy. The terraced landscape
is conceived as a multi-storey market place.

Five individual towers have been placed on
these foundations, connected by the mountain path.
Best Refurbished Building
2 Dreischeibenhaus
City: Duesseldorf, Germany
Submitted by: Momeni Group
Developer: Momeni Projektentwicklung
GmbH
Architect: HPP Hentrich-Petschnigg &
Partner GmbH + Co. KG
Other: Black Horse Investments GmbH
(Joint venture partner)
Description:
The Dreischeibenhaus provides 35,000
square metres of office space in the heart of
Düsseldorf’s CBD. This high-rise building,
the former headquarters of Thyssen Krupp,
is a unique heritage landmark. Designed by
HPP Architects, the completed refurbishment complies with the LEED Gold Standard Green Building Criteria. Particular
highlights are the façade, a two-story entrance lobby, roof terraces and sustainable
engineering. Prior to completion, the
building had already been fully let.
Best Innovative
Green Building
3 The Edge
City: Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Submitted by: OVG Real Estate
Developer: OVG Real Estate
Architect: PLP Architecture
Other: Deloitte (Primary Occupier), Philips
(partner in LoE system), G&S bouw (Constructor) ABN Amro (Financier), Deerns
(Engineering consultant), Deka Immobilien (Owner)

Description:
The Edge is the world’s most sustainable office building, officially awarded the highest
score ever recorded by the Building Research
Establishment (BRE). The Grade A office
building achieved a score of 98.36 per cent.
The Edge was the first building to utilise
Philips’ Ethernet-powered LED connected
lighting, which enables employees to use
their smartphones to regulate the air conditioning and lighting for their individual
workspaces. The building is also energy neutral due to the use of solar panels and aquifer
thermal energy storage (130 m underground) generates all the energy required for
heating and cooling the building
Best Refurbished Building
4 King Fahad National Library
City: Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Submitted by: Gerber Architekten
Developer: Arriyadh Development Authority
Architect: Gerber Architekten
Description:
The King Fahad National Library is one of
the most important cultural and urban development projects in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. It represents the new centre of
the rapidly changing Olaya District and
stands out clearly from heterogeneous existing building patterns. Thus, the National Library has become the iconographic
centre of a prestigious urban quarter. The
design functions as the central driving
force behind a piece of urban development
and rearrangement, and combines the
challenge of designing within the existing
building stock with respect for the Arabian
culture.
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CHRISTOPHE CUVILLIER
CEO und Chairman oft he Management Board,
Unibail-Rodamco

LUCIANO GABRIEL
CEO,
PSP Swiss Property AG

CHRIS GRIGG
Chief Executive,
British Land

SERGE GRZYBOWSKI
Chairman und CEO,
Icade
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